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ABSTRACT

Beta decay matrix elements for the operators e»V and e.r are
calculated for eight J+ - J~ beta transitions. Results using
harmonic oscillator wave functions differ markedly from those
using more realistic Woods-Saxon wave functions. A substan-
tial contribution to the O'V matrix elements from pion ex-
change currents is required to reproduce the experimental
beta decay rates.

1. Introduction

In an analysis of first forbidden beta decay in the impulse
approximation, nuclear matrix elements of the following two classes of
one-body operators are required,

0, I, 2 (1)

Y5

The non-relativistic operators of the first group come from an expan-
sion of the lepton wave functions, while those in the second group
occur in the hadronic weak current, connect the large and snail compo-
nents of nucleonic wave functions, and are referred to as relativistic.
The above operators are similar to the electromagnetic El and M2
operators and have large matrix elements between low-lying nuclear
levels and levels in the region of the giant dipole resonance. Matrix
elements between low-lying levels are greatly hindered with respect to
single particle estimates and, as a consequence of the cancellations
involved, are often sensitive to the choice of single-particle wave
functions. To test the reliability of shell-model techniques for cal-
culating such matrix elements a survey has been made of all first-for-
bidden transitions in light nuclei (A £ 21). We use Hoods-Saxon wells
to ensure that the asymptotic behaviors of the single-particle wave
functions are determined by the experimental separation energies and
compare with the results obtained using harmonic oscillator wave
functions.

There is particular interest in 0+ - 0~ beta transitions. In which
only the 75 and _o*_r matrix elements enter in impulse aproximatlon,



since plon-exchange contributions are expected to augment*•2) the
Y5 matrix element by about 50£. The verification of such a
substantial role played by pion-exchange currents at low aoracntom
transfer would be an inportant test for the applicability of sofe-pion
theorems and chiral symmetry arguments'*^. Unfortunately, the
nuclear matrix elements depend strongly on nuclear structure and are
difficult Co calculate reliably. An iraportant feature of our survey is
that it contains nine examples of J* - X" transitions, in all of which
shell-model calculations indicate that the rank zero matrix elements
dominate, thus providing a wider testing ground for the calculation of
rank-zero matrix elements than the three 0* - 0~ examples - Also, in
two cases of 1/2* • 1/2" transitions the rank-aero and rank-one contri-
butions to the total decay rate have been separated experimentally.

Finally, there is a close connection between the matrix elements
which enter first-forbidden beta decay and those which are of impor-
tance for parity mixing3^ In particular, the isovector parity non-
conserving Interaction is related to the rank-zero pion-exchange con-
tribution to beta decay, essentially by an isospin rotation. The rele-
vant two-body operator behaves to a considerable degree as an effective
one-body operator of the fora ,£*£, so that our investigation Is also
relevant to parity mixing in Ught nuclei, particularly in 18F, 1SIF and
Ne. In fact, it was an interest in parity nixing that led us Co

undertake our investigations of first-forbidden beta decay.

2. Calculations

Our comparison between theory and experiment of the absolute decay
rate utilizes the expression^)

ft - 6170 sec (3)

where t is the partial half life of the transition and

f - / C(M) F(Z,W)(W2-1)1/2 M(M0-W)
2«W , (4)

C(H) - k(l + aW + b/W + cW2> (5)

where W is the 6 energy and Wp the maximum & energy. The energy
integrals can be performed to give, in an obvious notation''*',

f - k(IQ + alj + bl.^ + cl2) (6)

The coefficients k, ka, kb, kc depend quadratically on the nuclear
matrix elenents, on WQ and on C • aZ/2R, where R is the radius of a
uniformly charged sphere approximating the nuclear charge distribu-
tion. The non-relativistic matrix elements are



v « A /3 <J,T, 1
r f •— — xi

x - - <J-T, I ir C1 i I J,T,>C

f t — — i i

z « -A/I <JfTf » ir[C
l,£]2T II J J I J X

where X * - C^/Cy * 1.26 and

C - <TiMi 1*1 TfMf> Jf/(/2J£) for 8* decay.

Extra matrix elements—w',x' and u'—which include an extra factor in
the radial integral, appear in the formalism,**5' but for our pur-
poses these matrix elements have values equal to about 702 of their un-
primed value,. The relativlaitc matrix elements are

f f 5 - i i ( 8 )

C'y - - <JfTfI £ T « JJTJ* C - E^x,

where the last equality is obtained using CVC under the assumption that
isospin is a good quantum number, and Ey is the energy a£ the y ray
from the analog of the initial state to the final state. In this case
x can be related to the B(E1) value for the y-ray transition.

As an alternative to Eq. (6) we can write

f . f(0) + f ( D + fC2) ( 9 )

where the superscripts refer to the contribution frora operators of the
three spherical tensor ranks; f^®) is a quadratic function of £'v and

'̂ (|j )w. fCl) of u and x (jxl aay be known from the analog y decay), and
f{2) of 2. FOr the rank zero component, which concerns us here, w»
have to a good approximation

f<0) - io ^ . CIO)

where

CO - C'v + 1/3 Wow + Cw1 + MEC

- ?'v + (l/3W.O + O.75)w + MEC,

and MEC represents the pion-exchange contribution to the matrix eleaent
(5 *v) of the time-like piece of the axial current; from Eq. (7) and
Eq. (8) the operators in w and £'v are o»r_ and £•£ respectively.



The matrix elements in Eqs, (7) and (8) are evaluated using full
Ohu or Into shell-model wave functions for Che initial and final states
as appropriate. The interactions used were Cohen-Xurath**) for the p
fthell, Chung-Wildenthal7) for the sd shell, and Miliener-Kurath®'
for all other matrix elements. The end product of the shell-model cal-
culation is a set of one-body density matrix elements (OBDME) which can
be combined with a set of single-particle matrix elements (SPME) for a
specified operator, 0 say, to give the required nuclear matrix element.
element.

Schematically,

!ME <* I <f»(aj a. )AJAT»i><J1«0IJ2> . (12)

In the OBDME there is an implicit sun over a complete set of intermedi-
ate core states sandwiched between the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. Usually this set consists of shell-model basis states and the
single-particle wave functions (SPWF) are functions of a radial coordi-
nate, t±, relative to the origin of the potential well. However, the
electromagnetic operators are functions of r^-R^ and Moods-Saxon
wave functions are functions of the relative coordinate between parti-
cle and core ritc, the two coordinates being related by

The shell-model cfp expansion can be rearranged so that the SPWF are
functions of rj c. The intermediate summation in the OBDME is
restricted to physical, i.e. non-spurious, states of the core and
spectroscopic amplitudes get multiplied by (A/A-l)n+*'2 factors (from
the rf JRA-I •*• rijC,RA transformation). In analogy with the
procedure for analyzing single-particle transfer reactions the SPWFs
are obtained by adjusting the depth of a Woods-Saxon well to match the
separation energy for the core state in question. Thus the SPME vary
for different core states; it should be emphasized that this is no more
than a plausible prescription. The diffuseness of the well is fixed at
0.65 fm. consistent with electron scattering data on charge distribu-
tions^-' and the radius parameter, TQ, is adjusted to reproduce the
measured rms charge radium of the nearest stable nucleus calculated
according to the procedure described above.''

An analysis^) of the strong El transition from the first excited
state of Be provides a dramatic example of the difference between
using Woods-Saxon (WS) and harmonic oscillation (MO) wave functions.
The situation, including the first-forbidden beta decays of Be and
the analog y transitions, is shown in Fig. 1. Incidentally, the Be
ground state, was predicted by Talmi and Unna*'', on the basis of



known levels In l3C and U B , to have J« - 1/2+ and to lie 0.21 MeV
below the 1/2" level. From the parentage expansions of the Initial and
final states,

nBe(l/2-) - 0.35 10Be(0+)xp1/2 + 0.43
 10Be(2+; 3.37

UBe(l/2+) - 0.90 10Be(0+)xs1/2 + 0.37

it can be seen that the pj/2 + si/2 and P3/2 * ^5/2 contribu-
tions to the matrix element are the most important. For HO wave func-
tions these two contributions almost cancel leading to a B(E1) of 0.011
W.u. However, in the WS calculation the Pl/2 and sj/2 orbits are
very loosely bound (Fig. 1) and the corresponding 3PME is a factor of
three larger than the HO value. The P3/2 and ds/2 orbits are bound
by more than 3 MeV, the SPME is only slightly larger than the HO value,
and the cancellation is broken, with B(E1) now 0.55 W.u.,, in much
better agreement with the experimental value of 0.36 ± 0,03 W.u.

1/2+ T*3/2

3/2'
5/2'

1/2'

3/2"

Er, Ey

5020^-
y

4445
31%

2125 /

0 /

503 IOBe+n
320

Fig. 1 First-forbidden beta decay branches and El transitions for
A « 11.

3. Results

The eight J+ - J~ transitions that we consider in detail are
listed across the top of Table 1. There are three transitions for



which J • 0, four for which J * 1/2 and one for which J » 2, A transi-
tion in F, 5/2+ • 5/2", also qualifies for Inclusion, but at present
we have not produced negative parity wavcfunctions in a sufficiently
large basis for an adequate treatment of this transition. Our lXfu>
calculations for A - 19 and 20 use a basis truncated according to SU3
symmetry. In this case we believe that our results are a sufficiently
good approximation to the full lMio calculation to warrant Inclusion.

Only in Be and C decay do the contributions of other than
rank-zero matrix elements make a significant contribution to the decay
rate. In both eases experimental measurements12**3) have succeeded
in determining the f(°) contribution to f {see Eq. (9))- For Be
decay where f« 140 4 8, a study ^ ) of the B~v correlation, which
utilized the Doppler shift of the 2.12 MeV y ray, yielded f<°> =* 115
t 18, f O ) < 33. Shell-model calculations4) gave f<1* - 38, but
badly overestimated the strength of the analog f transitions shown in
Fig. 1; using Ixl deduced from the B(E1) and u from the calculation,
f(I) - 23. In"the case of 15C an analysis13^ of the beta spectrum
yielded the coefficients a and c in the shape factor of Eq. (5)..
Together with f - f<°) + f O ) , where

£W» 20.25 (10.50 x2 + u2 - 2.44 xu), (15)

a and c can be used to determine f("' and tne rank-one matrix ele-
ments, x and u, with the result

f ( 0 ) « 783 ± 22, ftll) * 145 ± 10, f - 928 ± 20 (16)

The value of x so obtained*" agrees well with the value obtained
from the analog Y decay and with the sihell-raodel value. For u also,
the agreement between theory and experiment is quite good.

Now we turn to the theoretical intepretation of the dominant
rank-zero contribution. The eight decays listed in Table 1 have
several common features and can then be subgrouped in a number of
different ways. In all cases the lsj/2 * Cpi/2 contribution is
dominant (line 5), reflecting the fact that this is the only pair of
same j, opposite parity orbitals for which there is an appreciable
occupancy of both orbitals in the range of nuclei considered.

1 ft '• ̂
For S and * C the structure is particularly simple, with an

almost pure si/2 configuration decaying to closed shell and single
hole configurations respectively, and the OBDME are largest. The
Pl/2 occupancy for Be and the Is1/2 occupancy for the remaining
nuclei restrict the size of the OBDME. I6C and 17M decay are related
in that the initial states consist basically of a pair of sd neutrons



Table 1.

Parent nucleus

Ji
Ef (MeV)

Wfl (»©>
£»a2/2R(m \

OBDME

0pi/2l31/2
0p3/20d3/2
Dominant core
state. jJ5;T
Sn(Ui/2)(MeV)
Sp(Opi/2)(MeV)

Os-pT" WS
p«sd HO

WS
sd-pf WS
Total HO

WS

(l/3tfo^w»)/«V

f(0)

HO
WS

WS(C'v x 1.4)
Expt
tttot ±

Summary of

UBe

1/2+
2.12

19.36
2.23

0.792
- 0.064

of 51
0.50
9.11

- 2.5
38.4
21.7

35.8
19.2

- 0.49

461
65
207
115
18

results

15C

1/2+
0

20.12
2.96

1. 7
- 0.070

0151
1.22
10.21

- 3.4
50.5
36.3

47.1
32.8

- 0.46

907
272
830
783
22

for J- * J+

16C

0+
0.12
16.44
2.82

0.460
- 0.065

1/2J"S3/2

4.25
11.36

- 1.3
19.8
15.6

18.6
14.3

- 0.43

57
21
61
56
8

first-forbidden beta

o-
0

21.62
3.22

1.905
- 0.115

1/2^;1/2
2.37
12.13

- 4.9
75.6
62.3

70.9
57.4

- 0.52

2546
1?6?
4978
4023
400

17N

1/2"
0.87

16.28
3.27

0.344
- 0.047

o7,il;i
6.18
13.21

- 0.8
13.5
11.8

12.7
11.0

- 0.39

26
16
40
44
6.3

decay in

18Ne

0+
1.08

5.59
- 3.53

0.782
- 0.062

1/2^51/2
11.17
7.02

- 1.6
28.8
18.2

- 9.8
16.6
6.8

- 0.10

0.22
0.031
0.066
0.079
0.010

light nuclei

19Ne

1/2+
0.11
5.12

- 3,40

0.502

- 0.079

07,li;O,l
U-17
7-13

- 1.1
20.5
15.1

- 2.8
16.7
11.2

- 0.06

0.14
0.063
0.123
0.043
0.007

20F

2+
4.97

5.03
3.63

0.412
- 0.076

5/2251/2
12.6(n)
11.3(v)

- 0.5
10.6
7.2

- 4.7
5.1
2,0

0.71

0.028
0.010
0.024
0.051
0.002



in a 0+; 1 • 1 configuration coupled to Pi/2 hole(s), so that, rough-
ly tpeaking, the OBDME depend on the amount of sj/2 in the 0
ground state. We note particularly that the single-particle matrix
element for the lsi/20pi/2 Pair is ttie smallest of all pairs possi-
ble within the restrictions of our model space. Intfced, for MO wave
functions the SPME :\te in the following ratio.

0p1/20s1/2 l81/2OPi/2
 d3/20p3/2 lsl/2lp!/2 d3/2lpl/2 d5/2fS/2

_ _ _ _
/3 fi /10 V5 /3 /21

"^e ^3/20P3/2 contribution is relatively constant (line 6), always
interferes destructively with the lsj[/20pi/2 contribution, and is
particularly significant when the lsi/2 Opi/2 OBDME is smallest
(multiply line 6 by *5 and conpare with line 5). Deferring for the
moment a discussion of the effect of using MS wavefunctions, we note
that there is always a small destructive contribution from
0si/20pi/2 (line 10) and, for the three heaviest nuclei, an appre-
ciable destructive contribution from sd-pf (line 13). The 0s - Op con-
tribution is never zero because the transformation to the relative
coordinate r^ c always generates some contribution (see the discus-
sion centered'around Eq. (13)). The comparatively large sd ~ pf con-
tribution to Ne decay arises froia a small ds/2f5/2 component in
the 0" final state and a large SPME (Eq. (17)]. For a harmonic
oscillator the matrix elements of o*V (£'v) and U T (W) are proportion-
al so that the above discussion holds equally well for g'v and w,
There is an important distinction between the first five and the last
three cases in Table 1, other than the fact that sd - pf contributions
are important for the last three. The first five involve high energy
(line 3) $~ decays from a Miu initial state to a OHw final state and
the relative sign of ?'v and w is negative (line 16). The three
remaining cases involve relatively low energy decays from a 0n*w initial
state to a l*ftu final state and consequently^? the relative sign of
£fv and w is positive. For the high energy decays, then, there is
appreciable cancellation (line 1?) between the Tf5 and o_-jr contribu-
tions to the impulse approximation matrix element of Eq (11). Note
that for the 3+ decays, *' Ne and Ne, there is cancellation between WJJ
and £ in the coefficient of w (lines 3 and 4 and Eq (11)} resulting
finally in a aild destructive interference between £'v and w.

To summarize up to this point: The dominant l9i/20pi/2 con-
tribution to the nuclear matrix elements is intrinsically rather weak
(Eq.(17)) and all other contributions cancel against it. Furthermore,
with the exception of F decay, there is cancellation, strong in
the case of the high energy decays, between the o«V and o«r matrix



elements* An obvious conclusion is that a change In any one of Ingre-
alencs Co the total rank-zero matrix, So of Eq (11), will be amplified
on account of Che cancellations involved. This is true for addition of
mesonic exchange currents which enhance £'v and also for Che switch to
more realistic WS single-particle wave functions which reduces ?*v
(lines 11 and 12).

ls(/2-Op,/2 MATRIX ELEMENTS

8 16 20

OPil/2 BINDING ENERGY (MeV)

I
Fig. 2 The nuclear matrix elements ?*v and -8.74 w as a function of

single-particle binding energy for the lsj/2 an*' °P1/Z
orbits.

To illustrate the effect of using MS wave functions it is suffi-
cient to consider the lsj/2°Pl/2 SPME, shown as a function of the
Opi/2 binding energy in Fig. 2. The dominant core states (line 7)
are generally low-lying states in the core nucleus leading to the low-
est neutron and proton separation energies (lines 8 and 9) . However,
although the Is 1/2 neutron is often rather loosely bound (line 8),



the matrix element Is more sensitive to the i>£/2 binding energy. In
Fig. 2 the shaded areas for each matrix clement represent a rather wide
range of 1*1/2 separation energies from 1 to 13 MeV. The rank-zero
matrix elements, <o, is simply the difference between points In the two
bands and, for the range of pi/2 separation energies which apply
(line 9), is considerably smaller in the MS case than in the HO case.
This is evident for the total p - ad matrix element from lines II and
12 of the table. As a result of cancellations, e.g. the sd-pf contri-
bution of Ne decay, the reduction in the full oatrtx element varies
considerably from case to case (lines 14 and 15). *J;.e final comparison
between theory and experiment for i^ is given in the final five
lines of Table 1. The difference between HO and WS is clearly large
and significant. Mien £*v in enhanced by 402 to simulate the expected
one-pion exchange contribution there is a reasonable correspondence
between the US calculation and experiment,, with He, off by a factor
of three, being the worst disagreement. Actually 402 is probably an
underestimate of the MEC enhancement, a number in the vicinity of £
being more in line with existing calculations1"^,14). However, we
have yet to include 2n*u, 3ftV,,.. admixtures in the shell-model wave-
functions. Because of the different Hermitlan conjugation properties
of xs*V and o»7 the interference of Mfw *• 3Kw with the basic Mfui ~ f
contribution takes the **}

<o»r> + <O'

If we consider the most studied**' case of N decay and take
y • -0.1 from Towner and Khanna*** or from shell-model calcula-
tions*^', use our Oftu-Mfu values for U*v and w, and ask what MEC en-
hancement is needed to reproduce the 'experimental rate, we get 62%.
The important observation^*' that the central force gives a positive
y and the tensor force a negative y, with the latter dominant, should
be noted. In addition, y derives from the admixtures of high energy
2Mu configurations and has little to do with thefadmixture of deformed
low-energy configurations into the ground state1*4*15'. As a result
we would expect that the pattern of Miu-3tfu! interference with ©ttto-MTu
will be similar in all cases. Unfortunately, there are many consisten-
cy problems facing attempts to include 3tfto and higher correlations in
the shell-model wave functions.

4. Conclusions

Our study of J* ~J" beta transitions has provided an increased
data base to test the reliability of shell—model calculations for the
nuclear matrix elements involved. In the J * 0 case the contribution
from other than rank-zero matrix elements is always small, often
negligible, and has been measured where It is non-negligible. Thus all



the transitions can be used to look for evidence of the role played by
the pion-exchangs current in the time component of the axial vector
current.

A reliable calculation of the nuclear matrix elements is not easy
to achieve because the matrix elements are small* In the case of
rank-zero matrix elements the contribution from the intrinsically
weakest pair of orbits, lsi/20Pl/2» is doiulaant and there are
strong cancellations with the contributions from other orbits. There
is further cancellation between the aatrlx elements of u-V and o*r in
most cases. All these factors make the matrix elements sensitive to
the choice of single-particle wave functions and, at the very least, we
have demonstrated that HO wave functions are inadequate. There is, not
surprisingly, considerable sensitivity to the choice of Woods-Saxon
parameters, "e.g. reducing the diffuseness, while still choosing r0

to fit the charge radius, leads to a smaller difference betwem WS and
HO aatrix elements.

Our calculations indicate that considerable enhancements of the
Y5 matrix elements, attributable to MEC, ere required to explain the
observed beta decay rates. Although our calculations are restricted to
OHw and ltfto, the inclusion of 24fu configurations leads to a reduction
in the beta decay rate, leaving room for MJX enhancements to £,'v uf the
magnitude expected theoretically. Further study of the role played by
2-hto and higher correlations is necessary, as Is a calculation of the
MEC matrix elements in each of the cases studied.

*Research carried out under the auspices of the U.S.Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO2-76CHOO016.
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